Gas high enough yet?
W

the Iraq war wasn’t
fought over oil — or now it
would be inexpensive. We certainly
know now that the war wasn’t
fought over ‘weapons of mass destruction.’ Then what was the war
really for?
“If it were not for the strong
support of the Jewish community
for this war with Iraq, we would
not be doing this.” — Representative Jim Moran, as quoted in the
Reston Times
“Israel long since would have
taken us to the weapons of mass
destruction if there were any or if
they had been removed. With Iraq
no threat, why invade a sovereign
country? The answer: President
Bush’s policy to secure Israel. ...led
by Wolfowitz, Richard Perle and
Charles Krauthammer... Acting
militarily, we have created more
terrorism than we have eliminated.” — Senator Ernest
Hollings, as quoted in the Charleston Post and Courier
“I think it’s the worst kept secret in Washington. That
everybody — everybody I talk to in Washington has
known and fully knows what their [Jewish Neo-Con]
agenda [in Iraq and the Middle East in general] was and
what they were trying to do. ...because I mentioned the
neo-conservatives who describe themselves as neo-conE KNOW

servatives, I was called antiSemitic. The trouble is the way they
saw to go about this is unilateral aggressive intervention by the United
States — the take down of Iraq as
a priority. And what we have become now in the United States, how
we’re viewed in this region, is not
an entity that’s promising positive
change. We are now being viewed
as the modern crusaders, as the
modern colonial power in this part
of the world.” — General, Anthony
Zinni, Retired, recently chief of the
U.S. Central Command and President Bush’s former Middle East
special envoy, 60 Minutes interview of 21 May 2004
We agree.
The chaos caused by the unnecessary invasion of Iraq on Israel’s
behalf has caused chaos and uncertainty in the Middle East—and that
means higher prices for you and me,
and not just for gas; for everything,
eventually. As millions of Third Worlders invade the U.S.
through Mexico, our government is being run by people
who are more concerned about Israel’s borders than
our own. They have brought terrorism upon this country
because of their push for unlimited economic, diplomatic
and military support for Israel.

It’s time to bring our troops home and put them to
work guarding our own border.
Join with us in accomplishing this patriotic task.
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